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A Brookings Institution Press and the National University of Singapore Press
publication This is the story of the Singapore healthcare system: how it works, how it is
financed, its history, where it is going, and what lessons it may hold for national health
systems around the world. Singapore ranks sixth in the world in healthcare outcomes,
yet spends proportionally less on healthcare than any other high-income country. This
is the first book to set out a comprehensive system-level description of healthcare in
Singapore, with a view to understanding what can be learned from its unique system
design and development path. The lessons from Singapore will be of interest to those
currently planning the future of healthcare in emerging economies, as well as those
engaged in the urgent debates on healthcare in the wealthier countries faced with
serious long-term challenges in healthcare financing. Policymakers, legislators, public
health officials responsible for healthcare systems planning, finance and operations, as
well as those working on healthcare issues in universities and think tanks should
understand how the Singapore system works to achieve affordable excellence.
At a time when lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals--often referred to
under the umbrella acronym LGBT--are becoming more visible in society and more
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socially acknowledged, clinicians and researchers are faced with incomplete
information about their health status. While LGBT populations often are combined as a
single entity for research and advocacy purposes, each is a distinct population group
with its own specific health needs. Furthermore, the experiences of LGBT individuals
are not uniform and are shaped by factors of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
geographical location, and age, any of which can have an effect on health-related
concerns and needs. The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People
assesses the state of science on the health status of LGBT populations, identifies
research gaps and opportunities, and outlines a research agenda for the National
Institute of Health. The report examines the health status of these populations in three
life stages: childhood and adolescence, early/middle adulthood, and later adulthood. At
each life stage, the committee studied mental health, physical health, risks and
protective factors, health services, and contextual influences. To advance
understanding of the health needs of all LGBT individuals, the report finds that
researchers need more data about the demographics of these populations, improved
methods for collecting and analyzing data, and an increased participation of sexual and
gender minorities in research. The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
People is a valuable resource for policymakers, federal agencies including the National
Institute of Health (NIH), LGBT advocacy groups, clinicians, and service providers.
This handbook examines the latest techniques and strategies that are used to unlock
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the risk transfer capacity of global financial and capital markets. Taking the financial
crisis and global recession into account, it frames and contextualises non-traditional risk
transfer tools created over the last 20 years. Featuring contributions from distinguished
academics and professionals from around the world, this book covers in detail issues in
securitization, financial risk management and innovation, structured finance and
derivatives, life and non-life pure risk management, market and financial reinsurance,
CAT risk management, crisis management, natural, environmental and man-made
risks, terrorism risk, risk modelling, vulnerability and resilience. This handbook will be of
interest to academics, researchers and practitioners in the field of risk transfer.
This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or
megatrends), with a focus on technological change, climate change, urbanization and
international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to poverty and labour
market trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It
also provides policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable
manner and considers the policy implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support
their implementation.
Entrepreneurial Ecosystems and the Diffusion of Startups addresses, for the first time,
the emerging notion of entrepreneurial ecosystems. Chapters from leading scholars in
the fields of entrepreneurship and strategy explore new ideas and provoke debate in
both academia and practice. Covering the emergence, dynamics and management of
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entrepreneurial ecosystems and offering conceptual tools, experimental evidence and
practical examples, this book will be invaluable to those seeking a greater
understanding of entrepreneurship and startup strategies, both practitioners and
students.
An institutional investor's guide to the burgeoning field of reverse mortgage
securitization Reverse Mortgages and Linked Securities is a contributed title comprising
many of the leading minds in the Home Equity Conversion Mortgages (HECM) industry,
including reverse mortgage lenders, institutional investors, underwriters, attorneys, and
regulators. This book begins with a brief history of reverse mortgages, and quickly
moves on to discuss how the industry has evolved-detailing the players in these
markets as well as the process. It discusses the securitization of reverse mortgages
and other linked securities and includes coverage of pricing techniques and risk
mitigation. This reliable resource also takes the time to cover the current regulatory
environment of the HECM market, which is constantly changing due to the current state
of the real estate market. Highlights specific strategies that will allow institutional
investors to benefit from the resurgence of reverse mortgages and linked securities
One of the only guides to reverse mortgages and linked securities targeted towards
institutional investors interested in securitized products If you want to make the most of
reverse mortgages and linked securities, take the time to read this book.
Almost all homes, apartments, and commercial buildings will experience leaks, flooding,
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or other forms of excessive indoor dampness at some point. Not only is excessive
dampness a health problem by itself, it also contributes to several other potentially
problematic types of situations. Molds and other microbial agents favor damp indoor
environments, and excess moisture may initiate the release of chemical emissions from
damaged building materials and furnishings. This new book from the Institute of
Medicine examines the health impact of exposures resulting from damp indoor
environments and offers recommendations for public health interventions. Damp Indoor
Spaces and Health covers a broad range of topics. The book not only examines the
relationship between damp or moldy indoor environments and adverse health outcomes
but also discusses how and where buildings get wet, how dampness influences
microbial growth and chemical emissions, ways to prevent and remediate dampness,
and elements of a public health response to the issues. A comprehensive literature
review finds sufficient evidence of an association between damp indoor environments
and some upper respiratory tract symptoms, coughing, wheezing, and asthma
symptoms in sensitized persons. This important book will be of interest to a wideranging audience of science, health, engineering, and building professionals,
government officials, and members of the public.
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate extremes to
advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events, interacting
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with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to disasters.
Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events affect disaster risk, but so
do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic patterns of exposure and vulnerability.
Some types of extreme weather and climate events have increased in frequency or
magnitude, but populations and assets at risk have also increased, with consequences
for disaster risk. Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related
disasters exist or can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared
following strict IPCC procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone
interested in climate extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate
change, including policymakers, the private sector and academic researchers.
This new edition of the Handbook of Insurance reviews the last forty years of research
developments in insurance and its related fields. A single reference source for professors,
researchers, graduate students, regulators, consultants and practitioners, the book starts with
the history and foundations of risk and insurance theory, followed by a review of prevention
and precaution, asymmetric information, risk management, insurance pricing, new financial
innovations, reinsurance, corporate governance, capital allocation, securitization, systemic risk,
insurance regulation, the industrial organization of insurance markets and other insurance
market applications. It ends with health insurance, longevity risk, long-term care insurance, life
insurance financial products and social insurance. This second version of the Handbook
contains 15 new chapters. Each of the 37 chapters has been written by leading authorities in
risk and insurance research, all contributions have been peer reviewed, and each chapter can
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be read independently of the others.
This edition looks at pension reform during the crisis and beyond, the design of automatic
adjustment mechanisms, reversals of systemic pension reforms in Central and Eastern
Europe, coverage of private pension systems and guarantees indefined contribution pension
systems.
A complete guide to longevity finance As the Baby Boomer population continues to age and
the need for the securitization of life insurance policies increases, more financial institutions
are looking towards longevity trading as a solution. Consequently, there is now a need for
innovative financial products and strategies that have the ability to hedge longevity exposure
for pension funds, reinsurance companies, and governments. These products and strategies
are currently being developed with the use of life settlements. Here, author Vishaal Bhuyan
provides a complete guide to this burgeoning sector. In Life Markets, Bhuyan and a team of
expert contributors from leading firms offer an extensive look at how to trade life settlements.
Provides practical guidance to the growing field of longevity finance Outlines the innovative
financial products that are populating this field Highlights a safe haven for investors seeking
returns in troubled times Covering everything from the history of life settlements to making a
transaction-pricing, service providers, exchanges, and more-this book contains extensive
coverage of the many issues surrounding longevity finance.
This book evaluates investment opportunities such as life settlements, litigation funding,
farmlands, royalties, weather derivatives, collectables and other unique asset classes. It
provides an in-depth analysis of the returns, risks, opportunities and portfolio effects for anyone
who wants to expand their investment horizons. This book is for individual investors, financial
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advisors, and academics who desire knowledge about investment products beyond just stocks
and bonds or vanilla hedge funds, private equity and real estate investments. It provides a
critical link to industry data and original research to support the case for adding exotic
alternative investments to traditional portfolios.
Chronic homelessness is a highly complex social problem of national importance. The problem
has elicited a variety of societal and public policy responses over the years, concomitant with
fluctuations in the economy and changes in the demographics of and attitudes toward poor and
disenfranchised citizens. In recent decades, federal agencies, nonprofit organizations, and the
philanthropic community have worked hard to develop and implement programs to solve the
challenges of homelessness, and progress has been made. However, much more remains to
be done. Importantly, the results of various efforts, and especially the efforts to reduce
homelessness among veterans in recent years, have shown that the problem of homelessness
can be successfully addressed. Although a number of programs have been developed to meet
the needs of persons experiencing homelessness, this report focuses on one particular type of
intervention: permanent supportive housing (PSH). Permanent Supportive Housing focuses on
the impact of PSH on health care outcomes and its cost-effectiveness. The report also
addresses policy and program barriers that affect the ability to bring the PSH and other
housing models to scale to address housing and health care needs.
This second edition expands the first chapters, which focus on the approach to risk
management issues discussed in the first edition, to offer readers a better understanding of the
risk management process and the relevant quantitative phases. In the following chapters the
book examines life insurance, non-life insurance and pension plans, presenting the technical
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and financial aspects of risk transfers and insurance without the use of complex mathematical
tools. The book is written in a comprehensible style making it easily accessible to advanced
undergraduate and graduate students in Economics, Business and Finance, as well as
undergraduate students in Mathematics who intend starting on an actuarial qualification path.
With the systematic inclusion of practical topics, professionals will find this text useful when
working in insurance and pension related areas, where investments, risk analysis and financial
reporting play a major role.
This paper provides the first empirical assessment of the impact of life expectancy
assumptions on the liabilities of private U.S. defined benefit (DB) pension plans. Using detailed
actuarial and financial information provided by the U.S. Department of Labor, we construct a
longevity variable for each pension plan and then measure the impact of varying life
expectancy assumptions across plans and over time on pension plan liabilities. The results
indicate that each additional year of life expectancy increases pension liabilities by about 3 to 4
percent. This effect is not only statistically highly significant but also economically: each year of
additional life expectancy would increase private U.S. DB pension plan liabilities by as much as
$84 billion.
"Luca Albertini and Pauline Barrieu are to be congratulated on this volume. Written in a period
where structured projects in finance are having a difficult time, it is worthwhile to return to the
cradle of securitisation: insurance. Spread out over three parts (life, non- life, and tax and
regulatory issues) the 26 chapters, written mainly by practitioners, give an excellent overview
of this challenging field of modern insurance. Methodology and examples nicely go hand in
hand. The overall slant being towards actual analyses of concrete products. No doubt this book
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will become a milestone going forward for actuarial students, researchers, regulators and
practitioners alike." —Paul Embrechts, Professor of Mathematics and Director of RiskLab, ETH
Zurich The convergence of insurance with the capital markets has opened up an alternative
channel for insurers to transfer risk, raise capital and optimize their regulatory reserves as well
as offering institutions a source of relatively liquid investment with limited correlation with other
exposures. One of the financial instruments allowing for the cession of insurance-related risks
to the capital markets is Insurance-Linked Securities (ILS). This book provides hands-on
information essential for market participants, drawing on the insights and expertise of an
impressive team of international market players, representing the various aspects and
perspectives of this growing sector. The book presents the state of the art in Insurance-Linked
Securitization, by exploring the various roles for the different parties involved in the
transactions, the motivation for the transaction sponsors, the potential inherent pitfalls, the
latest developments and transaction structures and the key challenges faced by the market.
The book is organized into parts, each covering a specific topic or sector of the market. After a
general overview of the ILS market, the Insurance-Linked Securitization process is studied in
detail. A distinction is made between non-life and life securitization, due to the specificities of
each sector. The process and all the actors involved are identified and considered in a
comprehensive and systematic way. The concepts are first looked at in a general way, before
the analysis of relevant case studies where the ILS technology is applied. Particular focus is
given to: the key stages in both non-life and life securitizations, including the general features
of the transactions, the cedant's perspectives, the legal issues, the rating methodologies, the
choice of an appropriate trigger and the risk modeling, the particular challenges related to
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longevity securitization, the investor's perspective and the question of the management of a
portfolio of ILS, the general issues related to insurance-linked securitization, such as
accounting and tax issues, regulatory issues and solvency capital requirements. The book is
accompanied by a website www.wiley.com/go/albertini_barrieu_ILS which will feature updates
and additions to the various contributions to follow market developments.
The April 2012 Global Financial Stability Report assesses changes in risks to financial stability
over the past six months, focusing on sovereign vulnerabilities, risks stemming from private
sector deleveraging, and assessing the continued resilience of emerging markets. The report
probes the implications of recent reforms in the financial system for market perception of safe
assets, and investigates the growing public and private costs of increased longevity risk from
aging populations.
3 breakthrough books deliver innovative global investing strategies for today’s radically new
market environment Yesterday’s investment strategies won’t cut it any more! This Collection
brings together innovative new approaches from three of this generation’s most successful
investors: strategies you simply won’t find elsewhere! In Buying at the Point of Maximum
Pessimism: Six Value Investing Trends from China to Oil to Agriculture, Lauren Templeton
Capital Management’s D. Scott Phillipsreveals today’s secret for earning consistently outsized
profits: In times of maximum pessimism, recognize your long-term opportunities, and pounce!
Phillips identifies six powerful value investing themes for the 2010s: emerging areas of longterm growth that become even more compelling in volatile or bear markets. In What Would Ben
Graham Do Now?: A New Value Investing Playbook for a Global Age, Jeffrey Towson
modernizes value investing for high-growth emerging markets, introducing techniques he
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mastered working for Prince Alwaleed, the “Arabian Warren Buffet.” Building on Ben
Graham’s classic focus on price and quality, he integrates crucial values of political access,
reputation, and capabilities that are indispensable for modern global investing. Next, he
presents practical investment “playbooks” designed to help you profitably navigate
tomorrow’s titanic market collisions. Finally, in The Esoteric Investor: Alternative Investments
for Global Macro Investors, Vishaal B. Bhuyanreveals immense new investment opportunities
hidden in the coming age wave, pension crisis, and today's massive demographic, economic,
and regulatory shifts. Discover how to profit from reverse equity transactions, surprising
commodities, and longevity risk markets—the $24 trillion market you've never heard of! From
world-renowned leaders in alternative global investment, including D. Scott Phillips, Vishaal B.
Bhuyan,and Jeffrey Towson
The credit derivatives market has developed rapidly over the last ten years and is now well
established in the banking community and is increasingly making its presence felt in all areas
of finance. This book covers the subject from credit bonds, asset swaps and related ‘real
world’ issues such as liquidity, poor data, and credit spreads, to the latest innovations in
portfolio products, hedging and risk management techniques. The book concentrates on
practical issues and develops an understanding of the products through applications and
detailed analysis of the risks and alternative means of trading. Credit Derivatives: Risk
Management, Trading and Investing provides: A description of the key products, applications,
and an analysis of typical trades including basis trading, hedging, and credit structuring
Analysis of the industry standard ‘default and recovery’ and Copula models including many
examples, and a description of the models’ shortcomings Tools and techniques for the
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management of a portfolio or book of credit risks including appropriate and inappropriate
methods of correlation risk management A thorough analysis of counterparty risk An intuitive
understanding of credit correlation in reality and in the Copula model The CD in the back of this
book includes an Evaluation Version of Mathcad® 12 Single User Edition, which is reproduced
by permission. This software is a fully-functional trial of Mathcad which will expire 30 days from
installation. For technical support or more information see http://www.mathcad.com.
This is the United Nations definitive report on the state of the world economy, providing global
and regional economic outlook for 2020 and 2021. Produced by the Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, the five United Nations regional commissions, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, with contributions from the UN World Tourism
Organization and other intergovernmental agencies.
In the past several decades, pension plans have become one of the most significant
institutional influences on labor and financial markets in the U.S. In an effort to understand the
economic effects of this growth, the National Bureau of Economic Research embarked on a
major research project in 1980. Issues in Pension Economics, the third in a series of four
projected volumes to result from thsi study, covers a broad range of pension issues and utilizes
new and richer data sources than have been previously available. The papers in this volume
cover such issues as the interaction of pension-funding decisions and corporate finances; the
role of pensions in providing adequate and secure retirement income, including the integration
of pension plans with social security and significant drops in the U.S. saving rate; and the
incentive effects of pension plans on labor market behavior and the implications of plans on
labor market behavior and the implications of plans for different demographic groups. Issues in
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Pension Economics offers important empirical studies and makes valuable theoretical
contributions to current thinking in an area that will most likely continue to be a source of
controversy and debate for some time to come. The volume should prove useful to academics
and policymakers, as well as to members of the business and labor communities.
The Life of Structures: Physical Testing covers the proceedings of a seminar of the same
name. The said seminar is focused on the actions on structures and the performance of
existing populations of structures; the properties and performance of building materials; and
the internal and external environments of buildings. The book covers topics such as the
methodology for the prediction of the life of existing structures; reliability of service-proven
structural systems; and some effects of micro-environment on materials. Also covered are
subjects such as the assessment of structures through field measured dynamic response;
physical properties of structures investigated by dynamic methods; and the stiffness damage
test. The text is recommended for engineers who would like to know more about the strength
and lifespan of structures, as well as the effectivity of the materials involved in their
construction.
This volume contains the papers presented at IALCCE2016, the fifth International Symposium
on Life-Cycle Civil Engineering (IALCCE2016), to be held in Delft, The Netherlands, October
16-19, 2016. It consists of a book of extended abstracts and a DVD with full papers including
the Fazlur R. Khan lecture, keynote lectures, and technical papers from all over the world. All
major aspects of life-cycle engineering are addressed, with special focus on structural damage
processes, life-cycle design, inspection, monitoring, assessment, maintenance and
rehabilitation, life-cycle cost of structures and infrastructures, life-cycle performance of special
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structures, and life-cycle oriented computational tools. The aim of the editors is to provide a
valuable source for anyone interested in life-cycle of civil infrastructure systems, including
students, researchers and practitioners from all areas of engineering and industry.
The Lee-Carter mortality model provides the very first model for modeling the mortality rate
with stochastic time and age mortality dynamics. The model is constructed modeling the
mortality rate to incorporate both an age effect and a period effect. The Lee-Carter model
provides the fundamental set up currently used in most modern mortality modeling. Various
extensions of the Lee-Carter model include either adding an extra term for a cohort effect or
imposing a stochastic process for mortality dynamics. Although both of these extensions can
provide good estimation results for the mortality rate, applying them for the pricing of the
mortality/ longevity linked derivatives is not easy. While the current stochastic mortality models
are too complicated to be explained and to be implemented, transforming the cohort effect into
a stochastic process for the pricing purpose is very difficult. Furthermore, the cohort effect itself
sometimes may not be significant. We propose using a new modified Lee-Carter model with a
Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) Lévy process along with the Esscher transform for the pricing
of mortality/ longevity linked derivatives. The modified Lee-Carter model, which applies the LeeCarter model on the growth rate of mortality rates rather than the level of iv mortality rates
themselves, performs better than the current mortality rate models shown in Mitchell et al
(2013). We show that the modified Lee-Carter model also retains a similar stochastic structure
to the Lee-Carter model, so it is easy to demonstrate the implication of the model. We
proposed the additional NIG Lévy process with Esscher transform assumption that can
improve the fit and prediction results by adapting the mortality improvement rate. The resulting
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mortality rate matches the observed pattern that the mortality rate has been improving due to
the advancing development of technology and improvements in the medical care system. The
resulting mortality rate is also developed under a martingale measure so it is ready for the
direct application of pricing the mortality/longevity linked derivatives, such as q-forward,
longevity bond, and mortality catastrophe bond. We also apply our proposed model along with
an information theoretic optimization method to construct the pricing procedures for a life
settlement. While our proposed model can improve the mortality rate estimation, the
application of information theory allows us to incorporate the private health information of a
specific policy holder and hence customize the distribution of the death year distribution for the
policy holder so as to price the life settlement. The resulting risk premium is close to the
practical understanding in the life settlement market.
Wood is a natural building material: if used in building elements, it can play structural,
functional and aesthetic roles at the same time. The use of wood in buildings, which goes back
to the oldest of times, is now experiencing a period of strong expansion in virtue of the
sustainable dimension of wood buildings from the environmental, economic and social
standpoints. However, its use as an engineering material calls for constant development of
theoretical and experimental research to respond properly to the issues involved in this. In the
single chapters written by experts in different fields, the book aims to contribute to knowledge
in the application of wood in the building industry.
Like ocean beaches, sheltered coastal areas experience land loss from erosion and sea level
rise. In response, property owners often install hard structures such as bulkheads as a way to
prevent further erosion, but these structures cause changes in the coastal environment that
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alter landscapes, reduce public access and recreational opportunities, diminish natural
habitats, and harm species that depend on these habitats for shelter and food. Mitigating
Shore Erosion Along Sheltered Coasts recommends coastal planning efforts and permitting
policies to encourage landowners to use erosion control alternatives that help retain the natural
features of coastal shorelines.
AARP Digital Editions offer you practical tips, provensolutions, and expert guidance. Reverse
Mortgages and Linked Securities is a contributedtitle comprising many of the leading minds in
the Home EquityConversion Mortgages (HECM) industry, including reverse mortgagelenders,
institutional investors, underwriters, attorneys, andregulators. This book begins with a brief
history of reverse mortgages, andquickly moves on to discuss how the industry has evolveddetailingthe players in these markets as well as the process. It discussesthe securitization of
reverse mortgages and other linked securitiesand includes coverage of pricing techniques and
risk mitigation.This reliable resource also takes the time to cover the currentregulatory
environment of the HECM market, which is constantlychanging due to the current state of the
real estate market. Highlights specific strategies that will allow institutionalinvestors to benefit
from the resurgence of reverse mortgages andlinked securities One of the only guides to
reverse mortgages and linkedsecurities targeted towards institutional investors interested
insecuritized products If you want to make the most of reverse mortgages and linkedsecurities,
take the time to read this book.
Mortality improvements, uncertainty in future mortality trends and the relevant impact on life
annuities and pension plans constitute important topics in the field of actuarial mathematics
and life insurance techniques. In particular, actuarial calculations concerning pensions, life
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annuities and other living benefits (provided, for example, by long-term care insurance
products and whole life sickness covers) are based on survival probabilities which necessarily
extend over a long time horizon. In order to avoid underestimation of the related liabilities, the
insurance company (or the pension plan) must adopt an appropriate forecast of future
mortality. Great attention is currently being devoted to the management of life annuity
portfolios, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, because of the growing
importance of annuity benefits paid by private pension schemes. In particular, the progressive
shift from defined benefit to defined contribution pension schemes has increased the interest in
life annuities with a guaranteed annual amount. This book provides a comprehensive and
detailed description of methods for projecting mortality, and an extensive introduction to some
important issues concerning longevity risk in the area of life annuities and pension benefits. It
relies on research work carried out by the authors, as well as on a wide teaching experience
and in CPD (Continuing Professional Development) initiatives. The following topics are dealt
with: life annuities in the framework of post-retirement income strategies; the basic mortality
model; recent mortality trends that have been experienced; general features of projection
models; discussion of stochastic projection models, with numerical illustrations; measuring and
managing longevity risk.
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, investors are searching for new opportunities and
products to safeguard their investments for the future. Riding high on the wave of new financial
opportunities are Alternative Alternatives (AA). However, there is a dearth of information on
what Alternative Alternatives are, how they work, and how they can be profited from. The book
defines what Alternative Alternatives are, based on research and the following hypothesis: If
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the source (origin) of the risk lies outside of the financial markets, then it should be insulated
from the vagaries of those markets. The book identifies and examines such and other unique,
idiosyncratic, and difficult to replicate sources of risk - assets and strategies. The recent credit
and sovereign debt crisis have served to defend the hypothesis and have upheld the
conclusion that alternative alternative assets and strategies offer a risk-return profile that is
distinct to those offered by traditional and main stream hedge fund strategies. These strategies
include timberland investing, insurance risk transfer, asset/loan based lending (aviation,
shipping, trade, entertainment, litigation financing etc), collectables and extraction strategies
such as volatility and behaviour finance. This book will be a one stop resource to the new
investment class known globally as Alternative Alternatives (AA) and will provide a
comprehensive but accessible introduction to these assets. It provides an in-depth analysis of
the assets and strategies which will leave investors with everything they need to identify and
allocate to the best AA for them. It reviews the asset on a standalone basis, providing an
explanation of the product, its characteristics, a SWOT analysis, and details its risk/reward
drivers. The book also looks at how to integrate the asset within a portfolio - its peculiarities,
the challenges and the constraints of each. Next, the book shows how Alternative Alternatives
are used in the real world, how they are implemented, and the results that they have achieved.
Finally, the book looks at the scope, scalability and prospects for each asset in the future.
While not attempting to train readers as professional economists, this book aims to provide a
secure grounding in the theory and practice of economics insofar as it deals with pension
matters. From reading this book, the user will understand: * The key types of pension scheme *
The role of pensions in maximizing individual lifetime welfare * The role of pensions in
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individual savings and retirement decisions * The role and consequences of the pension plan
from the company's viewpoint * The role of pensions in promoting aggregate savings * The role
of pensions and retirement in overlapping generations models * The economics of ageing and
intergenerational accounting * The social welfare implications of pensions * The lessons of
behavioural economics for pensions
Corporate Finance and the Securities Laws has been winning over practitioners with its clear
"how to do it" approach ever since its publication in 1990. This acclaimed guide is now
completely updated in this Fourth Edition to help you meet the challenges of raising capital in
today's increasingly regulated marketplace. Written in plain English by two top experts in the
field - each with literally hundreds of successful deals under his belt, Corporate Finance and
the Securities Laws is the "go to" resource which explains the mechanics of corporate finance
together with the statutes that govern each type of deal. You'll receive expert corporate finance
analysis, procedural guidance, and practical securities law pointers every step of the way to
help you Structure all types of corporate finance deals - from public, private, and offshore
offerings to corporate debt restructurings, commercial paper programs, raising capital, and
asset-based securities transactions Root out problems before corporate finance deals are put
in motion, with heads-up input on securities law prohibited practices, potential liabilities,
conflicts of interest, due diligence concerns, and other red-flag issues Shepherd transactions
through the corporate finance regulatory process with a clear understanding of applicable
statutes and their implications in real-life situations Know what to do when securities law
problems crop up - and find clear answers to the countless questions that develop in the
course of a corporate finance deal Close deals, raising capital in a timely manner and work
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shoulder to shoulder with clients to accomplish your corporate finance objectives
Recent turbulence in the financial markets has highlighted the need for diversified portfolios
with lower correlations between the different investments. Life settlements meet this need,
offering investors the prospect of high, stable returns, uncorrelated with the broader financial
markets. This book provides readers of all levels of experience with essential information on
the process surrounding the acquisition and management of a portfolio of life settlements; the
assessment, modelling and mitigation of the associated longevity, interest rate and credit risks;
and practical approaches to financing and risk management structures. It begins with the
history of life insurance and looks at how the need for new financing sources has led to the
growth of the life settlements market in the United States. The authors provide a detailed
exploration of the mathematical formulae surrounding the generation of mortality curves,
drawing a parallel between the tools deployed in the credit derivatives market and those
available to model longevity risk. Structured products and securitisation techniques are
introduced and explained, starting with simple vanilla products and models before illustrating
some of the investment structures associated with life settlements. Capital market mechanisms
available to assist the investor in limiting the risks associated with life settlement portfolios are
outlined, as are opportunities to use life settlement portfolios to mitigate the risks of traditional
capital markets. The last section of the book covers derivative products, either available now or
under consideration, that will reduce or potentially eliminate longevity risks within life
settlement portfolios. It then reviews hedging and risk management strategies and considers
how to measure the effectiveness of risk mitigation.
Massive demographic, environmental, economic, and regulatory shifts are generating huge
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new investment opportunities with an exceptionally high probability of success over the coming
years and decades. In The Esoteric Investor, a world-class portfolio manager identifies these
investments, and shows how your best profit opportunities may now lie far beyond the
boundaries of traditional financial markets. LifeQuant Capital Management principal Vishaal B.
Bhuyan begins by explaining why investors must become far more creative in the way they
source opportunity. Next, he identifies immense growth potential in markets ranging from
reverse equity transactions to longevity risk–the $24 trillion market you've never heard of.
Bhuyan also shows how global events offer sustained profit opportunities in three key markets
most investors consistently ignore. If you're looking for promising investments that everyone
else doesn't already know about, The Esoteric Investor offers the unique perspective you've
been seeking.
The credit derivatives industry has come under close scrutiny over the past few years, with the
recent financial crisis highlighting the instability of a number of credit structures and throwing
the industry into turmoil. What has been made clear by recent events is the necessity for a
thorough understanding of credit derivatives by all parties involved in a transaction, especially
traders, structurers, quants and investors. Fully revised and updated to take in to account the
new products, markets and risk requirements post financial crisis, Credit Derivatives: Trading,
Investing and Risk Management, Second Edition, covers the subject from a real world
perspective, tackling issues such as liquidity, poor data, and credit spreads, to the latest
innovations in portfolio products, hedging and risk management techniques. The book
concentrates on practical issues and develops an understanding of the products through
applications and detailed analysis of the risks and alternative means of trading. It provides: a
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description of the key products, applications, and an analysis of typical trades including basis
trading, hedging, and credit structuring; analysis of the industry standard 'default and recovery'
and Copula models including many examples, and a description of the models' shortcomings;
tools and techniques for the management of a portfolio or book of credit risks including
appropriate and inappropriate methods of correlation risk management; a thorough analysis of
counterparty risk; an intuitive understanding of credit correlation in reality and in the Copula
model. The book is thoroughly updated to reflect the changes the industry has seen over the
past 5 years, notably with an analysis of the lead up and causes of the credit crisis. It contains
50% new material, which includes copula valuation and hedging, portfolio optimisation,
portfolio products and correlation risk management, pricing in illiquid environments, chapters
on the evolution of credit management systems, the credit meltdown and new chapters on the
implementation and testing of credit derivative models and systems. The book is accompanied
by a website which contains tools for credit derivatives valuation and risk management,
illustrating the models used in the book and also providing a valuation toolkit.
Life Settlements and Longevity StructuresPricing and Risk ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons
In-depth Level II exam preparation direct from the CAIA Association CAIA Level II is the official
study guide for the Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst professional examination, and an
authoritative guide to working in the alternative investment sphere. Written by the makers of
the exam, this book provides in-depth guidance through the entire exam agenda; the Level II
strategies are the same as Level I, but this time you'll review them through the lens of risk
management and portfolio optimisation. Topics include asset allocation and portfolio oversight,
style analysis, risk management, alternative asset securitisation, secondary market creation,
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performance and style attribution and indexing and benchmarking, with clear organisation and
a logical progression that allows you to customise your preparation focus. This new third
edition has been updated to align with the latest exam, and to reflect the current practices in
the field. The CAIA designation was developed to provide a standardized knowledge base in
the midst of explosive capital inflow into alternative investments. This book provides a singlesource repository of that essential information, tailored to those preparing for the Level II exam.
Measure, monitor and manage funds from a risk management perspective Delve into
advanced portfolio structures and optimisation strategies Master the nuances of private equity,
real assets, commodities and hedge funds Gain expert insight into preparing thoroughly for the
CAIA Level II exam The CAIA Charter programme is rigorous and comprehensive, and the
designation is globally recognised as the highest standard in alternative investment education.
Candidates seeking thorough preparation and detailed explanations of all aspects of
alternative investment need look no further than CAIA Level II.
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